
Chapter Six
Educationally SignificantVisual Tests

achersand readingspecialists are in the most favorable position to observe visual difficulties which
may cause decreased performance in classroom lcamingactivities.The purpose of this chapter is to
help the teacher, through classroom observations, key questions, and simplified tests, determine the

visual performance of a child while he does his schoolwork. The results ofa l l the tests and observations
will establish a pattcm of visual performance whichwill give the teacher greater insight into how a child
achieves scholastically. The test results and observations can serve as a basis for referral to the appropriate
practitioner. Satisfactory performance on the tests outlined should not be interpreted as definite proof that
there is no problem, because final diagnosis may need more discrete testing. The tests and observations
may also helpparents take a more evaluative look at their children.

What to Look For
There are certain signs of visual diiiicultywhich a teacher can observe as the child does seatwork or reads
silently. These signs outlined by the American Optometric Association arc:

Signs of a Visual Problem in the Classroom

While reading
losing place;
holding reading or writingmaterial closer than nomial;
moving head excessively;
sitting inpoor posture, position, and/or facial distortions;
using finger tokeep place.

While doing closework
tilting head to one side;
fidgeting;
squinting or frowning.

Generally
avoidingclose work;
developing body rigidity while looking at distant objects;
tending to rub the eyes;
thrusting the head forward;
developing headaches;
reading only when required-not voluntarily at home.

Performance
reversals in reading or writing;
inaccuracy in copying from the chalkboard;
missingormiscalling pretixes orword endings;
small, cramped, and heavy writing.
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what to ask
Key questions asked during a conference with a child may give additional information regarding visual
involvement in a reading problem. The following questions are intended as a guide and may be restated
to meet the needs of the situation. Positive answers to these questions would warrant further professional
investigation of a child’s visual performance.
l. Do you see two things when there is onlyone? (e.g., when you look at a book; when you look at the
chalkboard.)

2. Do the words blur while you read?
3. Do things look blurry and then clear up aher you have been reading and suddenly look up?
4. Doyou lose your place while reading?
5. Doyou tire while you read?
6. Do your eyes itch or bumwhilc you read?
7. Do you get a headache while you read or after youhave read?
8. Do you have trouble remembering what you read?

Eye Movements
The way a child follows a moving object and his ability to fixate (look at anobject) indicate how he has
leamed to use his eyes as a tracking mechanism. ln addition, eye tracking gives some insights about his
general body organization, reciprocal body movement, laterality (intemal control of direction of move-
ment), how hewill react incopying from the chalkboard, his ability to sustain ona task, and management
of fonn.

Eye Movements-Pursuits
To check a child’s ability to follow a moving object at near-point, hold a pencil vertically with the eraser
at eye level,about eight inches from the child and in linewith his nose.Tell the child to watch the eraser
with his eyes as you move the pencil; you are to observe the child’s eye movements. Keep the pencil in
the same plane as youmovc it in the following directions:
l. Right and lefton the horizontal midline (across);
2. Up and down on the vertical midline;
3. Diagonally across the mid-point, from upper left to lower right, and then from upper right to lower
leh;

4. Circular, scribing a circle about ten inches inradius from the mid-point.
What t0 |00k for
' Degree ofsmoothness of the eye movements.
° Jerky eyemovements and oscillation of the eyes when direction of the movement is changed, or when
the pencil passes the horizontal or vertical midpoint,-Headmovements.

' Loss of teaming of the eyes.
° Loss offixationonthe target.
What it means
The child should be able to smoothly follow the movements of the pencil eraser, with eyes only, and be able to
change direction ofmovementwithout moving his head or losing smoothness.
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Achild showingdifficulty in following the pencil with his eyesmay have a poor body-image concept which
will be retiected by inadequacy in the areas of gross motor coordination, fine motor coordination, develop-
ment of laterality, orientation to direction, or all of these. Inadequate near-point eye movements correlate with
problems inthe performance of classroom tasks, such as, losing place while reading, notmaintaining a border
on written work, sloppywork, making reversals in reading and/or writing, showing poor form discrimination
and short attention span.

Eye Movements-Eyesand Hand
Repeat the above tests having the child point to the pencil with his linger.
what to look for
° Change ineye movements-do they get better orworse with useofhands?
° The hand used to point at the pencil.
° A change of hands as the pencil passes through the midline.
what it means
Improvedperformance in a child’s eye movements when he uses his tinger to point at the target indicates the
need for tactual reinforcement while engaged in anear-point visual task.

Havingthis child use his fingers as apointer while reading may be helptiil to him.

EyeMovements-Near to Far Fixations
To check a child’s ability to change his eyes from near (reading and writing distance) to far (chalkboard
distance) and then from far to near (as a child would do when copying from the chalkboard)do the following
test:
1. Hold the pencil with the eraser at eye level, eight inches from the child’s face, on the midline.
2. Select a target about four inches square, twenty feet away, in line with the pencil.
3. Ask the child to look at the eraser, then look at the distant target, and then look back at the eraser.
4. Repeat three times.

what to look for
l. Observe the child’s eyes as he changes hxation from near to far and from far to near.

2. The child’s eyes should diverge and converge smoothly and simultaneously as he changes fixation
from near to far and from far to near.

What it means
Should the change in fixation result in a series of movements, should one eye seem to lag behind the other, or
should both of these take place, a problem in convergence and spatial location is indicated. A child with this
type of problem will have diliieulty copying from the chalkboard, finishing hiswritten work on time, and in
keeping his place while reading.

Visual Acuity
Visual acuity tells us how clearly a child can see at a speeitie test distance. While visual acuity is an impor-
tant aspect of seeing, it can be made more meaningliil from an educational point of view by becoming
aware of the child’s process as he looks at something. The denotation of 20/20 tells us that a child sees
clearly at twenty feet; however,his classroom activities require that he look at distances from ten inches to
beyond twenty feet.The demands of the classroom require the child to work at his desk, search for books
on a bookshelf,watch the teacher, and copy from the chalkboard. His visual acuity must allow him to see
with enough clan'ty to get meaning fromwhat hesees buthemustbeable todothis without tension.
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The school child is tested at twcnty fcct and at his nearworking distance. Astandard Snellen Chart is used
to determine the child’s visual acuity at 20 feet and a reduced Snellen Chan is used at near.A childwith
20/30 visual acuity will be able to see with adequate clarity to meet classroom demands.
Procedure:Visual Acuity at Farpoint
l. Child sitsor stands twenty feet from the SnellenChart.
2. Child isto call off the letters,one at a time, from the lowest line that he can see.
3. The test is done with one eye at a time and then both eyes.

Visual Acuity at Nearpoint
1. As you hand the reduced Snellen Chart to the child, ask him to read the lowest line (using both
eyes).

2. Measure the distance from the bridgeof the nose to where the chart is held.
3. Have the child cover one eye and again read the lowest line.Repeat for the other eye.
4. Note anydifference in positionofthe card,when the child uses onlyonc eyeascompared to both eyes;
if the position varies from eye to eyc.

5. Compare the distance at which the chart is held with the Harmon distance as discussed in “Near
Working Distance.”

Foreducational significance the following observationsgive us insight into how a child processeswhat he
sees and factors that may contribute to tension.
What to look for

l. When the child is asked to read the chart does hedo any of the following?
a. Read from left to right spontaneously?
b. Ask, “Where should l start?"
c. Read from right to lefi?
d. Read the right side of the chart before the leii side?

2. As the child reads the chart does he do any of the following?
a. Reverse letters or numbers; i.e., call 3 an E, reverse the order of letters in the line?
b. Lose his place ashe reads the letters?
c. Pause between letters?
d. Has tobe prodded tocalloff the letters?
e. ls quick and spontaneous?

3.As the child reads the chart, must you point out each letterwith your finger?
4. As the child reads the chan does he change his facial expression?
a. Squint?
b. Distort his face?
c. Frown?
d. Open his eyes wider?

5. As the child reads the letters does he use his hands or finger to point to each letter?
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What it means
l. Directiondifficulties:
a. The childwho asks, “Where should I start,” reads the letters from right to lcfi,makes rever-

sals in the letters, or changes order, indicates confusion in inner direction. He is reliecting
an intemal organization that differs from the leli to right demand ofthe culture. Thismay be
reflcctcd in reversals of letters and words inreading, and writing. He is showing difficulties in
handling direction ofmovement.

2.Fixation diliiculties :
a. The child who needs to have each letter pointedout for him may be havingdifficulty inocular

fixation and asa result cannot accurately locate objects with his eyes. This difliculty in ocular
fixationmay reflect itself in how accurately the child copies from the chalkboard.

b. Using hands to point to the letters may indicate that the child has a need for tactual or motor
reinforcement as he is engaged in a visual task. This may also be a child who will need his
finger or amarker ashe reads to help himkeep his place.

3. Tension difliculties:
a. Changing facial expression indicates that the child is having difliculty in the task. We usually

squint, frown, or make some facial grimace when a task is beyond the level of ease of perfor-
mance or spontaneity.

b. The childmay be manifesting aproblem in seeing clearly.The facial grimacesmaybe evidence
of early or beginning myopia, astigmatism, hyperopia, binocular coordinating problems, or
some other visual difficulty.

c. The grimaces indicate restriction inperipheral vision.Ask himwhat he saw inthe room when
he read the chart

d. Movingcloser to the chart also indicates stress inprocessing visual infomiation.
4. Expressive language difficulties:
Visual diliiculty may alsoindicate difficulties inexpressive language as shownby the child whocalls thc
letters offvery slowly with longpauses between letters.

Performance on one test shouldbe compared with performance onother testsbefore afinal evaluation is made.
The child who shows reversals or direction diliiculties while reading the SnellenChart should alert you to look
for clues in other tcsts such as, how he organizes his copy forms, howwell he functions reciprocally, how he
moves hiseye as he crosses themidline of hisbody. how consistent he iswith dominance, and how he postures
his body as he does close work. The child’s past perfonnance should be checked for a history of reversals of
letters and words.

Asyou become aware ofa child’s performance, evena relativelybasic test asthe Snellen test can become a
meaningful tool. Relating his process of performance on one test with that of others gives us insights into the
child’s diliiculties and from this wecan plan a program for remediation.

Nearpointof Convergence
The nearpoint of convergence is the point nearest to the eyes where two-eyed vision can no longer be main-
tained. To check a child’s near point of convergence, do the following:

1.Hold a pencil in vertical position about twenty inches from his face, the eraser held level with the
bridge ofhis nosc.

2.Ask the child to tellwhen hesees double as the pencil moves towards him.
3.As youmove the pencil towards the bridge of the child’s nose, record the following:
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a. The distance of the pencil from the bridge of the child`s nosewhen one eye tums out. This is
the nearpoint of convergence.

b. The eye that maintains fixation. This isthe physiologically dominant eye.
e. The ehild’s report ofdouble vision.

4. Move the pencil away from the child’s nose and record the following:
a. The distance atwhich he recovers two-eyed Hxation.
b. The distance where the child reports seeing one pencil.

Satisfactory performance on this test is indicated when a child’s nearpointof convergence is at least two inches
from the bridge of his nose. He reports seeing double at the moment you observe his eye tuming out, and he
recovers two-eyed fixation and reports seeing a single eraser at about four inches or closer as the pencil moves
away from the bridge of his nose.
A problem in the use of a ehild’s two eyes as a team is indicated when the near point of convergence is beyond
four inches from the bridge of his nose,he does not report seeing doublewhen an eye tums out, the recovery
is beyond four to six inches, the deviating eye changeswhen the test is repeated, the near point of convergence
and recovery become more distant when the test is repeated. lt is possible that one eye does not release; that
is, the child continues to look at the eraser withboth eyes all theway to his nose.This lack of release indicates
tense perfomiance.
NearWorking Distance
To determine if a child is holding his reading or writing material at a tension-free distance, the ratio
between his physiological working distance (Harmon Distance) and his actual working distance must
be detennined. The Harmon Distance is the distance from the elbow to the first knuckle; the working
distance is the distance from the bridgeof the nose to the book or paper. Divide the working distance by
the Harmon Distance (working distance/Harmon distance).

I/` \ A A - Mid-point between two eyes
A B - Point of fixation

LineA-B - Distance from first knuckle to elbow

Line B-C - 20° out of horizontal
Line C-A - Points toward center of gravity ofbodyll 6 when seated

l
_...,-

_f

0__t_1\
` / \ _ \

\

Line E - Plane of face - parallel to Line B-C
A to Bequals Hannon Distance (Study board top)
A child is operating under tension while reading or

/ writing when thc resulting number is less than one.
Research has shown that a ratio of less than one is

\ /
» indicative of a near-point vision problem (difficulty

A toBequals HarmonDistance processing visual infomation at near).

Dominant or Lead Side
Dominance refers to the eye. the hand. and the foot which leadswhen an activity is started. The following
activities are used todetennine a child’s eye, hand, and foot dominance (lead side).
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Posture for activities
l. Standing: feet apart and inbalance.
2. Sitting: back into a chair, feet Haton the floor, body weight on thighs, hands on lap.

Presentationof objects
All objects to bemanipulated are presented on themidline which allows a child freedom to select the
side he will use.

Lead eye
Have the child sight a toy gun, look through a real or imaginary telescope (a tube from paper towels)
or microscope, and look at a picture through a one-inch hole cut in a piece of cardboard.Note which
eye and hand is used while performing thesc activities. (The sighting eye should correspond to the
physiologically dominant eye determined in the near-point of convergence test.)

Lead hand
Have the child write, throw a ball, comb his hair, use scissors, use a hammer, brush his teeth, open a
door,bat a ball, and erase the chalkboard. Notewhich hand is used.

Lead foot
Have the child kick a ball, hop on one foot, prctcnd to stomp on a bug, and skip. Note which foot is
used.

Agreat deal hasbeenwritten regarding the neurological implicationsof dominance; however, in reviewing
the literature, the exactmechanisms relatingdominance to leaming have not been established. An inves-
tigation of dominance isimportant to the teacher because dominance affects a child’s control of the dircc-
tion of movement, which is a factor in reading, writing, and arithmetic. When a child has established
consistent sidedness (dominance),it is assumed that hewill have consistency in the direction ofmovement
andwill not getconfused when the direction changes, eg., reading in a left-to-right direction and retuming
in a right-to-left direction, or in long division. The dominant side, therefore, acts as a spatial reference
point. Inconsistent sidedness (mixedorconfused dominance)may cause the child’s spatial reference point
to change as hereads or writes, resulting in confusion, frustration, and reversals.

The Gesell Copy FormTest
The Gesell Copy FormTest consists of a set of seven geometric fom-is which a child is to reproduce on paper.
The forms are a circle, cross, square, triangle, divided rectangle. horizontal diamond and vertical diamond.
(See illustration on following page.)
The test is usually given to children ranging in age from three years to twelve years old. Forour purposes,
we will discuss the application of the test to children from the end of kindergarten to grade scvcn and for
children with severe leaming difficulty.
Procedure

l.The child is seated at adesk.
2. A piece of paper is placed on the desk in front ofhim.
3.The paper is placed vertically and in the child’smidline.
4.The tester stands in front of the child with the forms.
5. The tester says, "l am going to show you the forms l wish you tomake on your paper. l will show you

each one and then when l tell you,make them on your paper. You don’t memorize them, just look.”
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The Gesell Copy Form Test

6. After the forms have been shown, say, "Nowstartwith this one and make it on your paper.”When the
child has reproduced thc form on his paper, show him the next one. Repeat until he has made all ofthe
forms.

what to look for
l. How does the child sit?

a. Symmctrically-both eyes on the task?
b. Head to one side?
c. Head close to desk and the work?
d, Head tumed so that only one eye is on the task?

2. How does the child hold his pencil?
a. Clutching grasp?
b_Normal grasp?
c. Unusual grasp?
d. How close to the tip does the child hold the pencil?
e. Which hand does he use?

3. How docs thc child hold thc paper aticr its original placement?
a. Vertical to horizontal?
b. Any other position?
c. Rotates paper while he draws the lines?

4. How does the child execute the fonns?
a. Fingers only?
b, Fingers and wrist?
c. Whole armmovements?
d. Ann and body movements?
e. Rotates the paper for any or all lines?
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f. Looks at the form once and then reproduces it?
g. Looks at one line at a time and reproduces it piecemeal?
h. Traces ovcr thc printed fonn with his Finger or pcncil beforc he draws it?
i. Moves his eyes and head as if he is tracing over the form before he draws it?
j. Slowly and methodically, or spontaneously?

5.

6.

7.

What i
l .

2.

3.

4.

How does the child arrange the fonns on the paper?
. Left toright?
. Right to left?_Around the center?
a
b
c
d
e

Overlapping?
. Vertically?
f. Random arrangement?
How does the child follow directions?
a. Asks for orientation by saying, “Where should I start?”
b. Puts the forms down spontaneously?
Howdoes the child indicate the need for emotional support?
a. Asks for approval of his performance by saying, "ls this all n'ght?” or, “Is this the way you

want it?”
b. Criticizes himselfby saying, “l could dobetter”; “l need an1ler”; or crosses out his work?
c. Strives for perfection?
t means
How the child sits
When a child sits to one side and blocks the use of one eye or gets close to his paper, difficulty
may exist in the following areas:
a. The demands of the task are greater than the child’s ability to meet those demands.
b
c.
d
e.

He is holding his pencil too close to the point.
Lack of freedom in the control of armandbody movement indicating restriction ofmovement.

. Lack of adequate reciprocal integrationbetween the right and le& half of his body.
Useof his eyes as a team.

How child holds his pencil.
a. Child’s preferred hand-right or left handedness. (Does it agree with dominance?)
b. Insights into thc degree of finemotor control.
c. Ease of movement.
How the child holdshis paper.
a. Hismost comfortable orientation to direction,e.g., the easiest way to hold his paper to write.
b. His adaptation to the classroom teacher’s instruction of how he isto hold his paper.
How the child executes his forms, and inadequate control ofmovement.
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a. Restriction in movement when he uses fingers only, fingers and wrist, body movements, or
rotates his paper.

b. Tracing over the forms with his finger,pcncil, or eyes and head indicates that the child nccds
motor or tactual reinforcement in addition to his eyes. It indicates that he has not developed to
the stage where he can gain information fiom eyes alone.

c. Looking at one line at a time indicates that the child cannot visually handle the form in its
totality. Visualmemory may be inadequate. Thismay reflect in segmented reading.

d. Using eyes inone glance indicates that the child can gain infomiation by seeing wholes.
e. Degrcc of adequate muscular control ofmovement.
f̀ . Adequacy of a child’s form concept,

5. How the child arranges the fonns on his paper indicates the child’s organization of the direction
of movementwithin himself. Deviation from the len to right arrangement of the forms indicates
disparity between the child’s inner organization of movement and the lei? to right direction ofthe
classroom demand (reading and writing). The greater the difference between the organization of
the fonns and the classroom demand, the greater will be the tension developed by the child as he
attempts tomeet the classroom demand, requiring adaptation to the demand by restriction or with-
drawal from it.
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